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BROCHURE 
 

This project "Studying without borders II" enabled the work experience of 30 students of the 

Business School, Secondary Special School for Librarians and Further Education College 

Brno to Great Britain for two weeks (10 working days).  

 

 
During this time period they worked in various London companies – e.g. the real estate 

agency Maple Estates, the language school CCLS School, in the office of the Tune Hotel 

Kings Cross, the travel agency HF Holidays, in the legal advice bureau for immigrants LP 

Legal Services, in the accounting office Clear House Accountants, in the company organizing 

educational courses Future Training College, etc.  

Their work experience included communication with customers, preparation of company 

events, processing invoices, planning presentations, working with databases and performing 

other administrative tasks. 
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The project was implemented in cooperation with its partner ADC College from London, 

which arranged contact with companies and enabled suitable work placement of students, 

based on questionnaires, CVs, language tests and other materials provided by our school. 

Only one student was usually placed in a company, two of them were placed together 

exceptionally. During work experience, they were directly supervised both by company 

representatives/ mentors and by two accompanying persons, who visited students in 

companies, provided support and evaluated students´ work. Moreover, there were running 

meetings of students and accompanying persons where participants shared particular 

knowledge from both workplaces and host families. The aim was sharing experience and 

improving quality of further part of the work experience.   

 

 

Students of the 2nd and 3rd form of the business academy and business lyceum, who have 

more advanced professional knowledge, were chosen for this work experience in the school 

competition (consisting of four parts). The first term of work experience took place 29 

November – 12 December 2015 (15 students), the second term 17 April – 30 April 2016 (15 

students). Everything was financed by the European Union from the programme Erasmus+. 

Students managed work in companies without problems and their employers highly appraised 

their communication skills, professional skills and work attitude. Their improved their skills 

in contact with customers, administrative work and use of information technologies. They 

also learned to present their work to their colleagues or customers in a suitable way, which 

contributed to the development of their soft-skills. They broadened their professional English 

terminology. All these aspects enabled them to gain competitive advantage at the labour 

market. New modes of operation and experience from London companies will be used during 

students´ further education and practice. At the end of the work experience all participants 

received Europass-Mobility and references from their employers. 

Some of the students will share their experience with you in this brochure. Hopefully it will 

motivate you to take part in Erasmus programmes and it will assure you that there is nothing 

to be afraid of!  
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AND WHAT THEY SAY ABOUT … 

WORK 

Lotty Beránková 

I spent my working experience in Tune Hotel Westminster which is located in the heart of 

London, few minutes by walk from attractions including Big Ben, the House of Parliament 

and the London Eye. There are total 94 rooms - very small, but very clean, nice and modern. 

The hotel is a part of a hotel chain with 24 branches mostly in the UK and Malaysia.  

There were about 

10 people working 

in the hotel. The 

manager and also 

my supervisor was 

Sadan Gurses. She 

was about 30 years 

old and she was 

very nice to me. 

She was very 

talkative and 

cheery. We talked 

most of the time 

about my country 

and especially 

Prague, because she 

really wants to visit 

Prague and Czech Republic this spring. But most of the time I was at reception with girls 

called Solange and Joana. They were also really kind to me. They taught me how to check 

people in and out, how to print the tags to luggage which we were storing to our guests.  

At first I was scared that wouldn’t understand 

my supervisor and couldn’t finish my tasks. 

But guests were really kind to me, and very 

talkative, so I can really improve my speaking 

skills. One afternoon all staff had a meeting, so 

I was at reception with girl from another Tune 

hotel branch in London. She was somewhere 

from Africa. I talk to her a lot. We were 

talking about our countries, our traditional 

food, our national symbols, beautiful and 

interesting places in our countries and so one. 

We talked about fashion shops and shopping 

too. I really enjoyed this afternoon with her. 

I also did the daily house-keeping check, which means that I go to every single empty room 

and check if the lights are shining, if the toilet is flushing, if the TV and air conditioning are 

working as well. I had to check the bed and towels too, if they weren’t dirty or crumpled too. 

And if was something wrong, I have to call the serviceman (Daniel) and tell it to him, and he 
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repaired it as soon as it was possible. I was entering data about guests into computer too. Once 

I even helped servicemen to repair the sink. 

At the end of my working experience I was really sad about leaving this fantastic team of 

people. Everyone was really nice to me; they helped when I needed something and were very 

patient with me. I even got a Christmas present from them. I am really happy that I was in 

Tune hotel Westminster. 

Marie Drápalová 

I worked in a small company called „English Time“. It is an international language school, 

which teaches English for foreigners and Business English on many levels - from beginners 

for advanced. It´s located on Oxford Street, other branch offices can be found around the 

world, for example in Istanbul, Antalya and Las Vegas. Besides that the school offers 

teaching Business English for individuals or corporate teams. If you want, the employees 

could fix up you accommodation in English family. 

Almost all the time I 

worked on my own. It was 

fine, I didn´t mind. I was at 

the reception desk. If any 

students came, I opened 

and waited with them till 

their teacher came. 

Sometimes I took part in 

their lesson. We were 

talking about every 

imaginable. Sometimes 

new customers or new 

students came, and I told 

them some information about English courses, give them English exam and told them the 

result of exams. Of course, my work was not only speaking with students, but I also worked 

with PC programmes – I have been putting some information about students to the database, I 

sorted documents and bills by the date, by name and by subject, etc. 

After my work I went out with other students, for example to the Winter Wonderland in Hyde 

Park or the National Gallery. It was amazing, because I could speak with them only in 

English, so I improved my English quite a lot. 

Denisa Dvořáková 

I have worked in CCLS which is a 

language school. It offers general 

English courses, exam preparation 

such as FCE, CAE and IELTS, 

Spanish, Portuguese and Italian 

classes for adults and children, one 

to one tuition and online teaching. 

They have been teaching languages 

for over 50 years. At my work I 

was copying papers, sorting 

invoices, working with their website, going to the post office, etc. 
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Dagmar Eckertová 

I had this great opportunity to work for the Volunteer Centre Kensington & Chelsea in 

London for two weeks. This centre connects volunteers (students, criminals, old people or 

women on maternity) with 

organisations (shops, 

environmental organisations, 

botanic garden ...) that need 

help. They also provide 

guidance and courses in 

managing and supporting 

volunteers of some 

organisations. 

When I came in the office for 

the first time, the boss of this 

company Andrew welcomed 

me, showed me round, gave the 

security guidance and prepared hot tea with milk. The whole place included little kitchen, 

where I could take whatever I wanted – tea, sweets, coffee, juice etc. There was a little room 

for interviewing shy clients (mostly criminals or people in tough life situations). We shared 

one big office - on every desk, there was a new computer with latest programmes, but some 

people used to bring their own laptops to work. There was a big table behind the office desks, 

used for interviews with clients, for taking a little break or for eating lunch or snack. The 

workplace was clean, nice and I could communicate with my colleagues while having privacy 

at my own desk.  

 The tasks I did were 

very various. I 

worked with the 

whole database of 

clients of my co-

worker Iulianna for 

years 2014 and 2015. 

First, I searched the 

addresses of every 

client and wrote them 

on each envelope, 

and then I had to put 

certificates for clients 

from Volunteers 

Awards in envelopes. 

My most favourite 

task was creating two big PowerPoint presentations for the Christmas party of the Volunteer 

Centre. One presentation was with photos from volunteer events in 2015, and the second one 

was a quiz game. Both of these presentations were successful and clients liked them very 

much at the party. 

My supervisor Irina was very kind and nice and gave me other task. She taught me about their 

website and their Social Media team. The Social Media team included two young girls and 

one young man. Their main aim was to administer social networks like Facebook, Twitter, 
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their official website, Instagram and so on. And because it was Christmas time, they were 

working on virtual Advent calendar. Every day they posted funny Christmas picture or video. 

I helped them with searching these videos and pictures. It was fun because I worked with 

young people and we had a lovely conversation while working. 

The second week we took part in course focused on Listening skills. One young lady came 

and talked for 3 hours. We also played some game and had to do tasks in two groups to 

improve teamwork in our collective. It was an interesting experience and most importantly I 

acquired certificate for Listening skills, which is amazing and I am very glad for this. 

As for my workplace, the Canalside house is a beautiful building near the bus station. Nearby, 

you can find a lot of shops, cafés and a big supermarket called Sainsbury´s – it is right across 

the street.  

My colleagues were amazing people. I worked with 6 men and 8 women. Every one of them 

was super nice and helpful. When I didn’t understand something they were willing to explain 

it to me or repeat words they said to me slower. We talked all day with each other. Sometimes 

it was work conversation but most of the times we had chat like friends about normal things 

and the countries we come from, because I wasn’t the only foreigner there. I worked with 

Romanian, Chinese, Italian, Turkish, Canadian and one man from Africa. It was exciting to 

hear about their countries and all the different accents improved my English skills. They also 

invited me to their Team building meeting (I truly felt like a normal member of their team). 

On this meeting we talked about each task everyone did last week and we welcomed two new 

members of team that acceded on my first day. My colleagues also welcomed me; this was 

very kind and lovely. I got a little welcoming present from them. They really made me feel 

like a part of their family. I couldn’t get a better workplace and better colleagues. 

Kamila Fajtová 

 

The name of my company in London was Prontaprint, which had less than ten employees.  

Their services covered every aspect of design and print, from the creative idea to the finishing 
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of the product: logos, design, posters, adverts and printing works. It was a very good 

workplace for me, because I like creative work. I hope I was helpful there.  

My work started at 9 a.m., and ended at 17 p.m. My work was great and I liked it. I learned 

there how to laminate papers; we were often pressing leaflets, greetings, some advertisements 

and obituaries. Sometimes we had to fold the materials in special machine. And then pack it 

to the box. I learned there how to work with many machines and copier. Sometimes I had to 

pick up ringing phone, but some customers were impatient. I worked on computer, wrote and 

rewrote some texts and used Excel and other programmes. A very funny activity was 

decorating our company - there was a great Christmas atmosphere. 

Pavel Hudec 

In London I worked in Active Care & Support Limited in the East Business Park. This 

organisation deals with problems with people from countries like Iraq, Somalia, etc., who are 

not independent. Their service range from food preparation, paying bills, rehabilitation, 

activities for daily living, waking or sleepover night, etc.  Active Care & Support Limited 

started with their work in 2013. 

 

Only 4 people work in this 

organization. The manager 

and also my supervisor was 

Freeman Bonsu. He was very 

nice and kind-hearted to me, at 

the same time he was very 

talkative and cheery. We 

talked most of the time about 

sports especially about 

football because I worked near 

to Wembley stadium which is 

the most gorgeous stadium 

that I ever seen. I am a 

football player so I was really 

happy to see that.  

 

My work seemed to be very difficult, but my supervisor taught me how to do it with less 

effort. I worked with computer and most of the time I was putting data about staff and carers 

into charts. 

 

Žaneta Jachimiáková 

My internship was in the Holiday Inn 

Elstree hotel. At work I was copying 

some papers, filling in forms for 

clients, making out invoices for 

clients or sending the documents by 

email, making reservations, checking 

available rooms for the guests, 

scanning the invoices and other paper 

work. I put all documents into 

appropriate folders, answered calls or 
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sent people to appropriate department. This work and whole internship was such a positive 

experience for me and I learned so much. It did not teach me only how to work and 

communicate with others in different country, but it taught me that I can be independent on 

the others, even if I do not know the country or the people. 

Šárka Jandorová 

During the internship in London I worked in a 

company called Microlease, which is the market leader 

in electronic Test Equipment. It offers complete 

solutions for rental, new and refurbished instruments 

through to total equipment management in all different 

sectors - e.g. automotive, aviation, defense, 

telecommunications, general electronics. Microlease 

has a team of over 240 specialists. The company has 

more than 30 years of working with companies 

throughout Europe, Asia and America. Its devices have 

the highest quality - 99.7% reliability.  

 

 I worked there in the management department in the office shared with five other colleagues 

from the department. In the company worked a lot of people from many different countries 

speaking many different languages. My supervisor was called Alex. All my colleagues were 

kind and helpful. I worked with data - most of time I was updating company contacts. They 

have a lot of contacts from whole the world so I had always what to do. I worked on my own 

all the time. Most of the work was simple, but sometimes I got more complicated task and I 

had to search for information about people in documents on my own.  

 

Kateřina Kadlecová 

The name of the company I had the opportunity to work in is Afghan Association Paiwand. 

This association is a registered charity. It is supporting refugees, asylum seekers and migrants 

to live a quality life in the United Kingdom. This company provides advocacy service that 
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offers free and professional advice on housing and immigration. They assist with filling 

forms, translations and phone calls to other organisations. Paiwand also provides housing for 

unaccompanied minors and refugees in age 16-18, but they also have the task to prepare these 

young people for independent living by encouraging them to gain the necessary skills. 

 

For me this is the most 

important part, the 

education. They work in 

partnership with 

voluntary organisations 

and others. They run 

three Saturday schools 

through which they 

support over 350 

children and young 

people from low income 

families. They offer 

classes in: Maths & 

English Language, Dari, 

Pashto, music & drama. Children can also join a football team, cricket club, music, drama 

club and a girl’s club. 

 

 I think I’m a really hard working person full of love. And in my opinion, love is what these 

people need, so I think I was be beneficial 

for this company. I tried to give Paiwand the 

best that I could.  

 

The content of my work was administration, 

some phone calls, operating with office 

machines and caring for clients, going to 

post office, faxing documents, helping 

people in the office. I was working very 

hard in this company. Everyone was so nice 

and friendly. It was an amazing experience, 

which I would recommend to everybody. 

 

Pavlína Konečná 

I worked in company Prontaprint in Harrow in the United Kingdom. This company has many 

branch offices in the United Kingdom. They have built their reputation by delivering great 

results, on time and on budget. They have the resources at hand to meet any size of project, no 

matter how demanding. And I think this is the main reason why they are so successful. In 

their services is for example printing all what you want, creating graphic design, website 

design, promotional materials and many others.  

 

I contributed to the company by work with computer programs like Word, Excel, and 

PowerPoint. I was able to accomplish every task they gave me. Of course I was afraid of this 

work because I´ve never worked abroad so far. I was so embarrassed and delighted together. 

It was new for me however I can did it with everything what is in mine strong.  
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In “Prontaprint” company I 

dealt with printing, coping 

or shredding some papers or 

documents and preparing 

some documents. I worked 

with computer or whatever 

work I was given. Two years 

ago I worked in my mum´s 

company and I was doing 

similar tasks too. However, 

while Czech placements are 

more about freedom, I think 

in the United Kingdom they 

work hard and they put into their work everything what they can every day.  

 

Denisa Korbičková 

I worked in the YHA Thameside London Hostel which is a purpose-built 320 bed hostel 

situated on the Thames riverside. It has 70 en-suite rooms overall ranging from shared dorms 

and private family rooms to accommodation for school or organisational groups of all sizes. 

YHA Thames also offers a large range of customer facilities including a restaurant and café 

bar with internet access. 

 

Most of the time I was working at the reception and took care of customers, so if somebody 

wanted something or if somebody needed my help, I helped him/her. And sometimes it was a 

very big challenge for me, because of the different accent of different people, so I did not 

understand everything what people told me, but in most cases I understood. I also checked in 

and out the customers in a hostel's computer program and then checked if the hostel has all 

keys of rooms which it should have.  
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On the reception I was also at the cash desk when somebody wanted to buy some souvenir or 

breakfast, tea, coffee, or something like this from bar too. At first I had to learn how to work 

with coffee machine and how to make different types of coffee, for example cappuccino, latte, 

espresso and so on. Every day I also did housekeeping check. I had to check rooms if 

everything is OK and if everything works as it should.  

 

The work in this hostel was a big challenge for me but I managed it and everything was 

alright and fun. It was a lot of about acquiring new skills and experiences. And I also met 

many new people and colleagues who were very nice, cheery and good people. 

 

Michaela Mazalová 

Duck Tours that is the name of the company that I was working in for two weeks. It is near 

the famous London Eye. This company provides a way how to experience sights and sounds 

of Central London by road and river and it is perfect for all ages.  

A vehicle that could 

run on land and 

water was invented 

during the Second 

World War, a 

DUKW ("Ducks"). 

Then they were 

rebuilt and nowadays 

it is attractive 

adventure for many 

people. The tour 

which starts with the 

city's millennium 

landmark, the 

London Eye, takes 

about 75 minutes.  

My previous experience was working in office for a short time but even in that limited time I 

got to learn few things which helped me to be more confident in the tasks they asked me to do 

in the company in London. 

 Some of my tasks there 

were booking, preparing 

documents, writing 

references, writing and 

sending letters, working in 

Excel, preparing gifts for 

kids, printing etc. I had to 

wear their special T-Shirt 

with logo of the company. 

But that was the only dress 

code that I had to stick to. 

Aside from that it did not 

matter if I wore jeans or 

skirt, sneakers or high 
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heels. My way to work took about one hour which was pretty hard for me because I hate 

waking up early in the morning. And also the way was pretty complicated but after few days I 

got used to it. First I had to travel by bus, then fast train and then Northern Line underground. 

Few of the really cool and great things that I got from this experience was the chance to see 

how this company works, what has to be done, what each of the employees does and what it is 

like to communicate with people in foreign language (in this case in English). That helped me 

to improve my English. 

Kristýna Pánková 

 

I worked in HF Holidays – they organise outdoor holidays. I had a fantastic superior. When I 

came into their office for the first time, I had a strange feeling – a very large open office, lot 

of unknown people… There was one kind 

woman – Suzie – she was a receptionist. 

She called my superior – Jacky. After a 

few moments another friendly woman 

came and welcomed me to their office. I 

felt good from that moment. I said: “I 

think I will love it here“. And it was true. 

Jacky showed me the whole company. 

She also introduced me to some important 

people – Vera (I updated databases for 

her), Jo (I printed some invoices for her), 

Sarah, Noarah (I worked with cutter.)… 

 

 

I started at 9 am and finished at 5 pm. I should travel to work just 1 hour, but first day I 

travelled for 2 hours, so I came late to work and I felt terrible because I was late. Jacky told 

me that there is no problem if I came later because she knows the transport in London which 

is bad.  

 

Every work day was very 

useful for me. I had a lot of 

work and the same benefits 

as the other employees of 

HF Holidays, e. g. I could 

go out for 1 hour per day at 

lunch break, I could drink 

coffee or tea any time and I 

could also communicate 

with them about ordinary 

topics. I had to wear special 

dress code – black trousers, 

shirt and jacket. I think it 

looks more professional than in other countries where everybody wears, what he/she wants. 

 

Everybody was very friendly and helpful to me. Jo spoke with me during the free time and it 

was fantastic because I had to speak very much.  
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Sabina Proboštová 

The company I worked in is Warwick Estate Agency in the southern part of London. It is a 

leading estate agent providing a comprehensive service to their customers, including 

residential & commercial sales, lettings and management. Its customers are property sellers, 

buyers, landlords, 

tenants or developers. 

 

At work I usually 

started with adding ads 

to the internet and also I 

replied to some 

inquires. Twice a week 

I went to the post office 

to post some letters etc. 

The worst thing for me 

was answering the 

phone. I was scared that 

I would not understand 

customers but 

surprisingly it was ok. 

 

Lucie Zrůstková 

I was assigned to a company which is called Albert Grace Estate Agents, which sells houses 

and provides letting apartments and houses. My job was meeting with clients, which I 

attended with my supervisor Malay. My other duties were responding to clients via email and 

entering data into the database. 
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ACCOMMODATION 

Lotty Beránková 

I lived in a family with another four girls from my 

school. We live in house of Uma Bukhory - an old 

Indian lady who lived alone. She was kind to all of 

us and she helps us every time when we want 

something or needed to know how to get 

somewhere and so one. She tries to do her best to 

make us feel like we were at home. The house was 

nearby tube station Canons Park, in very nice 

surroundings. We had lots of fun with her. 

Marie Drápalová 

My two friends and me lived with an Indian family. 

They were so nice to us, they have no problem to 

meet our requirements about food, going out, eating 

out and staying in one room together. 

They had a parrot and it made a lot of 

noise all the time. It was funny; he was 

always eating with us. Our “substitute 

parents” told us a lot of funny stories, for 

example their trip to Mexican mountains 

and they always advised us the best 

solution of our problem.  

 

Denisa Dvořáková 

I lived with my friend Žaneta. The host family was 

very kind to us. They talked with us a lot and that 

is the reason why I´ve improved my English quite 

a lot. We had one small, cosy room with TV. For 

breakfast we had cereals or toast with nutella or 

jam. Our lunch was packed toasts with fruit. For 

the dinner we had a warm meal like some pasta, 

potatoes or meat.  

 

Kamila Fajtová 

My family was good. Our “stepmom” was strict, but she was a very good cook. Her house 

was very little because she lived alone. She didn´t have a husband or children. Sometimes her 

Irish friend visited the house. His English accent was very different. Our room was very nice - 

we had a big bed and TV with many English channels. 
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Pavel Hudec 

In my host family I lived with my “substitute mum” Josephine Boaten and her son whose 

name I forgot, I called him my “black brother”. I was talking about everything with them. The 

most important topic was of course football because my “black brother” is playing in a local 

football team. But we talked about so 

many other topics like Czech singers, 

Czech cities etc. He is from Angola 

so when he said name Lucie 

Vondráčková it sounds like Lucice 

Lkjfsasdifja and I was really laughing 

at this moment. Josephine was very 

talkative and very kind to me. Her 

food was unbelievable and it was the 

first time I have eaten beetles. I was 

afraid but it was so good! Their house 

wasn’t very big but I had my own 

room with bed and a wardrobe.  

 

Žaneta Jachimiáková 

For these fourteen days I was living 

with a British family and with my 

friend Denisa. This family was really 

lovely; we always had nice breakfast, which we could choose from two options. The first 

option was cereals with milk and the second option was toasts with marmalade or nutella. For 

lunch we had our lunch boxes, in which were some yummy drink, some fruit, such a banana 

or an apple, than some sandwich and a treat, such as a piece of chocolate or muesli bar. And 

for dinner, which was always cooked and warm, we had for example pizza with fries, meat 

with potatoes, fish fingers with mashed potatoes and vegetables or pasta with some sauce and 

before I forget, I should mention that we always had some sort of dessert, such as pudding, 

cake, ice cream and many more. This family was really sweet and it was a pleasure to stay 

with them for fourteen days.  

Šárka Jandorová 

I stayed in room with my friend Kamila. 

The house wasn't that big, but our room 

was really nice and food was tasty. For 

breakfast we usually had cereals, for 

lunch sandwich and some fruit and we 

always had warm dinner. The woman 

we lived with was really helpful. She 

tried to help us find the way when we 

wanted to go somewhere and she also 

recommended us interesting places to 

visit. Her partner was Irish, so it was 

interesting to hear the difference 

between their speaking. 
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Kateřina Kadlecová 

Not only the working experience 

was amazing, but the housing was 

great as well. My friend and I were 

staying with Hannah and her 

daughter. We really had the time of 

our lives. Hannah was such a great 

cook. Her cooking skills were 

splendid. We were looking forward 

to every dinner. Communication 

between us was a great opportunity 

to practice everyday English, she 

was such a cheery person with a big 

heart.  

 

Pavlína Konečná 

My 2 friends and I were living in Harrow, in really beautiful house with polite and friendly 

people. There lived one woman – Usha – and one man – Manish and this couple is from India. 

They gave us the best food which I ever eaten. We could try really spicy food and India’s 

speciality sometimes with chapatti. The three of us (girls) slept in one room with 2 beds, 

because we couldn’t decide who would sleep in another room alone. We moved these 2 beds 

together and we slept side by side.  

 

 

 

One day our host family started to play on the piano and it was so beautiful. We can chose 

songs which he played. When the last day of our stay came, we were sad. We got used to this 

family and it was really hard for us to say goodbye. 
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Denisa Korbičková 

We lived in host families. I 

lived with my friend Kate 

in a host family of Hannah 

Ebot Enaw in Neasden, 

only with her and her 

daughter, because her 

husband had died many 

years ago. They were of 

African origin. We had a 

small but a very nice and 

clean room with two beds, 

table, from which we made 

our cosmetics corner, 

wardrobe and a chest of 

drawers where we put our 

snacks.  

 

Hannah was a very good cook and every day she prepared for us some delicious food such as 

hamburgers, pizza and some dish with curry. 
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FREE TIME 

 

Lotty Beránková 

To be honest, I was very scared about traveling by tube. Not because of terrorism or drunk 

and angry people. But I was scared that I would get lost, get on the wrong train, or wrong 

direction. The very first day I realized that it’s not that difficult as I imagined it. In my 

opinion traveling in London tube is much easier that travelling in Brno. There are signs 

everywhere and if you are lost or you need to help, you can ask everyone and they will help 

you. That’s the next thing I really like about England. People are very nice to you and always 

helpful. 

Every evening I visited some beautiful place in London. My colleagues really helped me. 

They told me where is the best fish and chips, how to get to blue doors from the movie 

Notting Hill and co many useful advices. I was with my friends to King’s Cross to take a 

photo from Platform 9 ¾, we went shopping to Oxford street many times and we also visited 

the famous crossing on Abby Road form the cover of Beatles album. But in the end, what I 

enjoyed the most was definitely the night in London. 

 

At the weekend we had program with our teachers. They prepared really exciting program for 

us. I really enjoyed visiting London Dungeon, because I love horror movies and so one. But 

the most enjoyable experience for me was definitely visiting the London Eye in night. I could 

see the whole London. 

In the end of second week I was really upset about leaving London. I totally fell in love with 

this city and people there. I hope that I will visit London again, because London is the type of 

place, which is not enough to see once or twice. 
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Marie Drápalová 

After a busy week of exhausting work our teachers prepared for us very impressive weekend 

program. On Saturday we met in front of the London Eye and firstly we visited the London 

Dungeon (we were scared by this attraction), then we entered the Palace of Westminster. It 

was amazing, to be inside The Houses of Parliament – the same place, where Queen Elisabeth 

II. and David Cameron solve really serious problems. After that, we were walking through 

London’s streets, we saw Downing Street, where David Cameron lives. In the evening – after 

sunset – we met in front of London Eye again because we wanted to try it. We were waiting 

in a queue almost one hour! But the result was awesome… It was the nicest view of London 

you can see ever! The dark sky was contrasting with shining winter London. 

 

On Sunday we met at Trafalgar Square, where we took some photos and we visited the 

National Gallery, then we went to the Buckingham Palace, where we were waiting for 

changing the Guards. Later we walked through the St. James Park, where we saw a lot of 

squirrels, swans, ducks and others animals. In the afternoon we spent many hours in Madame 

Tussaud´s, where we took a lot of photos with famous celebrities. 

 

Denisa Dvořáková 

I went to the centre of London almost every afternoon. I was shopping or I just enjoyed the 

amazing Christmas lights. The way to the centre lasted about one hour that is why I often just 

explored new places near my home. I visited lots of amazing parks. Usually I went out with 

my friend Žaneta. On the weekend our group accompanied by our teachers visited a lot of 

sights such as Trafalgar Square, Big Ben or the London Eye which was amazing because we 

saw night London, St. Paul’s Cathedral and so on. 
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For transport we used an Oyster card which was very good because we did not have to worry 

about tickets. We could travel by bus or by the underground which is better, faster and easier 

than a bus. But every time you must have your Oyster card because you must use it to „touch 

in“ when you get on any bus or you want to travel by tube. 

 

Dagmar Eckertová 

We spent free time with teachers and my friends from school and we visited a lot of sights. 

London is really one of the best cities in the whole world. I was amazed by everything. People 

there are so kind, helpful and they really care about each other – from my experience. Every 

evening after work I went with friend to the city, mostly to see Tower Bridge because that is 

the Top 1 for me. I saw a lot of from London, but surely not everything that is worth visiting. 

I hope I will have chance to come back one day. 
 

Kamila Fajtová 

My free time was every day after my work, so I went with my friend to the city to see London 

Bridge, and all London at night. It was a very beautiful view! On Friday we went to Camden 

Town. It is a very long street full of little shops with souvenirs - we bought some postcards 

there.  Other place which we visited was Winter Wonderland. It was an amusement park with 

many big roundabouts – absolutely amazing! The best thing about London was in my opinion 

the atmosphere. There were Christmas decorations 

everywhere and all London was illuminated with them. 

  

Pavel Hudec 

The most beautiful sight was Tower Bridge where I 

was five times. It looks like a tower from Disney Land. 

Near to Tower Bridge there are The Shard, Tower of 

London, Sky Garden and lots of high building around.  
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I spent lots of time with my friends. This opportunity is only once in the lifetime so I think 

that I ´ve seen most famous sights in London and I am really glad for this experience! But the 

most important place for us was Hyde Park and squirrels there. Unfortunately one of them bit 

me when I gave her a nut, but it wasn't serious :) 

 

Žaneta Jachimiáková 

The transportation looks pretty difficult, but 

it is not. If you are going to or from 

underground, you have to scan your Oyster 

card, but if you are traveling by bus, you 

have to scan it only if you are getting on. In 

buses there´re these black boards with next 

stations, so you cannot get lost. In 

underground, you have white boards with 

all stations of that line you are on.  If you 

got lost or you have any problem, you can 

go and ask somebody at the information 

desk.  

I had free time on Saturday and Sunday, 

which was super cool, because we could go 

wherever we wanted to and our teachers 

prepared for us a great weekend program, 

so we could see all the beautiful places in 

London, such as Trafalgar Square, Big Ben, 

House of Parliament, Changing of the 

guards, Buckingham Palace and many 

more. Every day after work, we could go to 

explore some new places. We have been shopping around the city and absorbing the 

atmosphere of the town. 
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Kristýna Pánková 
 

We had meetings after our work with my friends in city. 

We usually met in Oxford Street and then we went 

shopping. One day it was snowing and lot of people were 

very surprised and catching the snowflakes, so it looked 

very funny.  
 

We spent one weekend with our teachers. We had a 

programme together. We visited typical London’s sights – 

Westminster Abbey, London Eye, Trafalgar Square and 

Madame Tussaud’s Museum. 
 

One day I decided that I would go to Wembley Stadium. I 

bought a ticket and joined a group of other 9 tourists. We 

had a great guide – he spoke about history, matches and 

some concerts. There are 90 000 seats for fans. 

 

Sabina Proboštová 

 

After work I had a free time to go shopping, visit some sights or just go home and do 

whatever we wanted. Usually I went shopping with my friends to Oxford Street or somewhere 

else. Also we wanted to explore the city as much as we could. So we were just walking in the 

centre or surrounding areas. On Saturday me and my schoolmates we went to the London 

Dungeon and it was fantastic. 
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WHAT ELSE IS THERE TO SAY? 

Marie Drápalová 

I am really grateful for this chance and I want to recommend it to everyone who wants to 

speak English better. 

Denisa Dvořáková 

This internship was amazing and I enjoyed it as much as I could. It taught me not be shy 

while talking because British people are very kind and they help you whenever you need. I am 

very glad that I had opportunity to try to live in a different country and travel alone. Now I´m 

absolutely certain that when I finish school I would like to work as an au-pair or move abroad. 

Dagmar Eckertová 

This experience was truly one of the best things that have happened to me in my life. I 

enjoyed every second of it and I recommend participation in this programme to everyone who 

has this opportunity at school.  

 

 

 
 

Kamila Fajtová 

These two weeks were very beneficial for me and I am very grateful that I could be there. And 

I definitely want to go there again in the future! 

Pavel Hudec 

At the end I am really glad for this opportunity and I will have these memories forever! I hope 

that I will come back to the London and I will visit my host family again and of course my 

boss Freeman because we had a good relationship. The whole two weeks were awesome!!!! 
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Žaneta Jachimiáková 

Everybody in England is very, very helpful and chatty. This was definitely the best experience 

of all time; I am so glad that I could be part of it, and the biggest thanks belong to Erasmus for 

giving me the opportunity and my school for making it possible for me to go. Thank you. 

 

Šárka Jandorová 

I´ve never been to England before and I´ve always wanted to try to spend some time – I mean 

a few months - in England. Therefore I was really excited that I got the opportunity to try it 

for two weeks. I tried my best to handle the tasks well and do the work carefully. It gave me 

new experiences and I learned new things. Each experience was really beneficial for me. I 

saw what a working day in the office looks like, met English people and saw how they behave 

at home, at work or to foreigners. I also found out that I still have a lot to learn. I would 

recommend to everyone not to be afraid of the work placement abroad and try it. 

 

 

 

Michaela Mazalová 

Our last day in London was kind of sad because none of us wanted to leave. We had such a 

great time there - with our families, in our jobs, in ADC college, in the city. We truly enjoyed 

the time we spent in London! 

 

I am grateful for this chance and awesome experience and I hope I will be able to go to 

London again soon because I love travelling and I think working abroad would be fun and a 

great way to improve English and also it could help me to be more independent. 
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Sabina Proboštová 

These two weeks were one of the best weeks I´ve ever had. I would like to thank my teachers 

and ADC College. This experience will be a great contribution to my future. And I believe 

this was not the last time that I´ve visited London.  
 

Lucie Zrůstková 

I would like to say that I really appreciate this valuable experience and I believe that I can 

utilize this experience not only in my future work but also in my personal life. 
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